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Artemis Vision reserves the right to make changes to the information in this document. It is 
the customer’s responsibility to refer to the version of the manual that corresponds to the 
appropriate version of the customer’s system. Please contact Artemis Vision for questions 

about correct versions of manuals and to determine whether any changes have been made. 
Information in this document does not represent a commitment on the part of Artemis Vision.

©Artemis Vision. All Rights Reserved.

This document describes the communication interface and protocol for the 
Artemis Vision RaPTr Scanner and Server.

All configurations listed within this document are optional (not required). This 
allows for many custom implementations supporting the customer’s business 

needs over time. 

Version: Gen 2c
Revision Release Date:  April 27, 2021
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OVERVIEW 
The RaPTr Scanner is designed to integrate flexibly into any information system workflow.  
The RaPTr Scanner can be stand-alone or can integrate with a customer’s existing warehouse 
management system.  When the RaPTr Server is integrated with existing customer systems, 
each RaPTr Scanner unit sends barcode read events to a device running the RaPTr Server via 
an Ethernet connection where custom business logic can be performed.  The RaPTr Server logs 
the information and responds to the read event with a message to be displayed to the material 
handler.  For additional functionality, a custom integration server can be deployed in lieu of the 
RaPTr Server, utilizing software components provided by Artemis Vision and described in this 
document.

All configurations listed within this document are optional (not required), allowing for custom 
implementations supporting the customer’s business needs over time. 
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KEY TERMS
RaPTr System:  A warehouse logistics solution comprised of RaPTr Scanner(s) and RaPTr Server 

or a custom integration server.

RaPTr Scanner:  The actual physical scanner and monitor that reads barcodes and displays 
results.

RaPTr Server: Implemented by a server device to support the server side of the ABP (Artemis 
Barcode Protocol).  The server responds to the RaPTr Scanner(s) and supports interfaces 
where business logic can be added when read events are received and processed.

Custom Integration Server: Server built to meet specific business needs. Custom integration 
servers are made possible by information provided in this document but are not the 
core scope of the document.

Location: A place where a RaPTr Scanner is installed.  This can be at a dock door, at the exit of 
a storeroom, or at some other checkpoint where the customer wants to verify correct 
items passing through. Each location will have a unique LocationID.

List: A collection of desired barcodes.  This could be a bill of lading (a list of items on a truck, or 
to be loaded on a truck), an inventory report (a list of the serial numbers in inventory), 
or another collection of codes that are “GOOD” to pass the checkpoint.

Server Device: The computer supporting the RaPTr Server which has various Locations set up 
corresponding to your RaPTr Scanner(s).  The locations accept lists and check pallets 
against the list.

Enterprise Information System (EIS): The customer ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) / WMS 
(Warehouse Management System) and / or other system which stores the relevant 
order, product and/or shipping information.

ABP (Artemis Barcode Protocol): A client server protocol implemented over UDP via a 
standard 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet network.

IIS (Internet Information Services): A Microsoft developed Web Server platform.
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SERVER OPTIONS 
In its most basic form, Artemis Vision provides the end point for RaPTr Scanners in the form of 
a single Server which supports lists in the form of CSV or XML files. The Server can also execute 
queries or stored procedures on local or customer databases, taking the form of MySQL, 
Microsoft SQL Server, or Oracle. 

If the end user uses a custom programmed integration server, the Artemis Barcode Protocol 
(ABP) allows the integration server to be written in any language and operating system that 
supports networking sockets.  Reference Appendix A at the end of this document for a detailed 
description of the ABP.  

Alternatively, the custom integration server can use a Microsoft .NET Dynamic-Link Library 
(BarcodeInterfaceLibrary.DLL), which handles the ABP protocol and provides callbacks 
to implement custom business logic.  These callbacks allow the end user to log barcode 
information, validate barcodes, or run real time queries with a factory ERP system. 
Reference Appendix B at the end of this document for a detailed description of the 
BarcodeInterfaceLibrary.DLL.

RAPTR SERVER INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION
Artemis Vision provides a Microsoft executable that will install and start the RaPTr Server as 
a Windows service. Administrator privileges will be required to install RaPTr Server and run 
the configuration utility. If adding the RaPTr Web server (see Reporting Options) is desired, 
then Internet Information Services (IIS) will need to be installed. To install IIS, or verify that its 
required options are selected, open the search menu within windows and begin typing “Turn 
Windows features on or off”.
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Once the dialog is open, select Internet Information Services. By default, it will preselect several 
options. Additionally, ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.8 need to be selected under World Wide Web 
Services and Application Development Features.

Once those are selected, click the OK button and Windows will install the features automatically. 
After the IIS features are installed, run the RaPTrServer installer.
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The installer will require administrator privileges and provides the option to add desktop 
shortcuts for the various utilities. Once complete, click Close.

To configure RaPTr Server, launch the program “Raptor Configuration Utility” as an 
administrator. The first dialogue will be a login screen. The default credentials are username, 
“artemis” and password, “raptor” all lowercase. 

Once the username and password have correctly been entered, the system will pull up the main 
configuration utility window. See the following page.
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From here you can see the state of the service (running, stopped, starting, etc.) and the 
connection status. The connection status is indicated by a pulsing green indicator. 

If the indicator turns to solid red, this is an indication that the utility cannot connect to the 
server. If this is the case, the server may not have been correctly installed. If the indicator is 
pulsing green and the service status is running, then you are set to configure RaPTr Server. 
Descriptions of each of the available parameters can be found in the table below. Additional 
information on the function of each mode can be found later in this document.
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Parameter Definition Applicable Interface 
Type

Interface Type Interface that RaPTr Server will use to look up 
barcodes. More information on each type can 
be found in the sections below. Values include: 
CSV, XML, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle.

N/A

File Directory File directory that RaPTr Server will search for 
applicable CSV or XML files. Directory can be 
anything accessible by the current user.  

CSV/XML

Enable Order Tracking RaPTr Server will keep track of each pallet in the 
order. It will display the order associated with 
each barcode on the RaPTr Scanner metadata 
section as well as the number of pallets scanned 
and the total number of pallets in the order.

CSV/XML

Enable Pallet Counting RaPTr Server will track pallets with non-unique 
barcode numbers. For example, if an order 
requires 10 pallets that contain the same 
barcode, the system will tell the driver how 
many of that pallet they have scanned and how 
many there should be in total

CSV/XML

Database Connection 
String

Connection string used to connect to the 
specified database type. Can be either local or 
networked database.

MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle

Used Stored Procedure If selected, RaPTr Server will run a stored 
procedure as opposed to the standard table 
query presented in later sections.

MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle

Stored Procedure Name Name of stored procedure to be executed. MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle
Image Directory Directory where RaPTr Server will save images of 

pallets where barcodes were successfully read.
N/A

Image Resize Factor Factor by which the saved images will be 
resized. A larger number will result in smaller 
images and will therefore require less storage. A 
smaller number (1 being the smallest), will result 
in higher resolution images.

N/A

Directory Size Limit (MB) Maximum size of the image directory. Once the 
directory achieves this size, RaPTr server will 
begin deleting the oldest images. 

N/A

Directory Length (dd.
hh:mm:ss)

Maximum length to retain an image. Any 
images older than this timespan will be deleted 
by RaPTr server. For example, if three months of 
images were desired, the correct value would 
be: 120.00:00:00 (120 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, 0 
seconds).

N/A

Username Username for this utility. Recommended to be 
changed.

N/A

Password Password for this utility. Recommended to be 
changed.

N/A
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LIST OPTIONS
Keyboard Mode:  A method for running without an instance of RaPTr Server. The RaPTr Scanner 

utilizes a keyboard wedge to emulate the barcode being entered manually into a 
terminal via a human and a keyboard. (easy/least functionality)

Local CSV Mode: A method for running without RaPTr Server utilizing a CSV file located on the 
RaPTr Scanner. (easy/least functionality)

RaPTr Server CSV/XML Mode: A method for running with a CSV or XML file on RaPTr Server.  
(easy/moderate functionality)

RaPTr Server DB Mode: A method for running with a small local database on RaPTr Server. 
(medium/significant functionality)

RaPTr Server Customer DB Mode: Same as RaPTr Server database mode, but the server has 
a connection string to a customer database hosted by the customer with a barcode 
routes table or view. (medium/significant functionality)

RaPTr Server Stored Procedure Mode: RaPTr Server communicates in real time with the EIS via 
a stored procedure.  (recommended only for advanced integrations)

Note that the server source is provided and so the behavior of any RaPTr Server mode (modes 
3-6) can be modified.  The mode selected for providing the response is independent of any
logging option.

KEYBOARD MODE:
Keyboard mode allows the RaPTr Scanner to behave like a standard handheld barcode scanner. 
Start by plugging the Morph Stick Ethernet 2 Keyboard widget into a USB port on the target 
computer. From there, download and install MSTools from the following link:  MSTools (http://
download.morphstick.com/). You will want to make sure to install all drivers associated with 
the device. From there, follow the startup guide: Startup Guide (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4n-s9caThME&feature=emb_title). Make sure to set the IP address of the device to 
192.168.5.200. 

Once this is complete, plug an ethernet cable into the RaPTr Scanner and change the port’s IP 
address to 192.168.5.100. From here, the RaPTr Scanner will begin transmitting the barcodes to 
the target computer. 

To test this, open an instance of a text editor and place the cursor in the main area of the text 
editor. Place a barcode in front of the RaPTr Scanner. You will now see the barcode appear in the 
text editor.
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LOCAL MODE:
Upload a CSV on the actual dock door unit in C:\Artemis\Lists\.  Note the CSV can contain a 
regular expression to allow through all items matching the regex.

A typical use case for local mode is when certain items are always allowed through certain 
locations and not others or if all serial numbers matching a certain pattern go to a certain place. 

In local mode, barcodes read are logged to C:\Artemis\Barcodes\ in CSV format with the 
following columns:

Timestamp, Code, Message Displayed

Each day a new file is created and files older than a configurable age are deleted to avoid filling 
up the hard disk.

RAPTR SERVER CSV/XML MODE:
Upload a CSV or XML file on the server device in the same directory as the “File Directory” 
parameter of the RaPTr Server Configuration Utility (default = C:\Artemis\Files\). Once RaPTr 
Server detects that a new file is present, it will load the data and delete the file. If using a CSV 
file, name the CSV file with the location ID of the corresponding door. The XML file will have a 
field for location ID, allowing the naming convention to be arbitrary. When a new file is located 
and loaded, RaPTr Server will delete the old data. It is recommended that a new file is generated 
for each truck that is to be loaded so that the driver gets feedback on whether the product they 
are loading belongs on that specific truck. However, it is possible to place barcodes associated 
with multiple orders into one file. 

Upon receiving a barcode read event from a RaPTr Scanner, RaPTr Server will reply with the 
message that corresponds to the location ID of the scanner and barcode provided. If a match 
cannot be found, RaPTr Server will reply “Wrong Product” with a red background.

Loading a List Manually via a CSV file on the Server Device:

The easiest way to load a list is via Excel or another spreadsheet program.

See example on following page.
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Open our sample CSV file (SampleCSV.csv) in Excel (or another spreadsheet program; this 
tutorial will presume Excel). 

Enter the barcodes for the list in the first column.  These need to match the barcodes to be 
scanned, so type the barcodes carefully, copy/paste, or export from another program. 

Once the barcodes are entered, you can create custom responses tied to each barcode. 
Likewise, you can select a color, represented by a hexadecimal number, that will display on the 
background of the text. For this example, we selected Green (00FF00) for all. To generate other 
colors, you can search “hex color picker” in Google. Google will provide a utility that allows you 
to select a custom color and it will provide the corresponding hexadecimal code in return. 

The fourth column is reserved for the location ID. This will tell the server which scanner should 
expect to see the barcode. In the fifth column, enter the order number associated with the 
barcode. This can be any alphanumeric string of characters and can be an Order Number, Bill of 
Lading, etc. 

Note: It is recommended that barcodes be unique to a pallet.  This allows for the most accurate 
tracking information. If this is not the case, a quantity field is provided. 

When all the barcodes are entered, save the file as a CSV. From here, copy the CSV file to c:\
Artemis\Locations. Once the copy is complete, the file will briefly exist in the directory before 
RaPTr Server retrieves the data and deletes the file. 
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Opening the CSV file in a text editor (Notepad, Notepad++, or any other text editor) will show 
that the file is just lines of text separated by commas.

Loading a List Manually via an XML file on the Server Device:

The easiest way to load an XML list is via Notepad++ or another text editor program.

Open our sample XML file (SampleXML.xml) in Notepad++ (or another spreadsheet program; 
this tutorial will presume Notepad++).

To enter a new barcode, copy and paste an existing dock door response. 

From here, change the barcode field to match the target barcode. These need to match the 
barcodes to be scanned, so type the barcodes carefully, copy/paste, or export from another 
program. Once the barcodes are entered, you can create custom responses tied to each 
barcode. Likewise, you can select a color, represented by a hexadecimal number, that will 
display on the background of the text. For this example, we selected Green (00FF00) for all. To 
generate other colors, you can search “hex color picker” in google. Google will provide a utility 
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that allows you to select a custom color and it will provide the corresponding hexadecimal code 
in return.

When all the barcodes are entered, save the file as an XML file. From here, copy the XML file to 
c:\Artemis\Locations. Once the copy is complete, the file will briefly exist in the directory before 
RaPTr Server retrieves the data and deletes the file.

Note: Both CSV files and XML files can be generated via a program or exported from a WMS or 
ERP system. The concept will remain the same for files generated automatically.
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RAPTR SERVER DATABASE MODE:
The server device locally runs a MySQL, Oracle or SQL Server database.  Local database mode 
is preferable for locations where internet access is unreliable or for customers with older or less 
reliable ERP or WMS systems.

For local database mode, the customer system inserts a day or a few days’ worth of data into 
the server for the pallets to be scanned that day or over the next few days.  This way shipping 
can proceed locally even if the network is down or the EIS system is down.  At the customer or 
EIS vendor’s preference, data can be pulled from the system and new data added.  Typically, 
Artemis Vision recommends pulling and pushing data daily or weekly so that the local system 
can run with little latency.  Archival and storage of large amounts of data is best done by the 
customer’s EIS.

The database is by default “raptordb” and an Artemis Vision user (artemisvision) is set up with a 
default password of: vYH?K?t/2d#+nH2N

Artemis Vision recommends changing all passwords from those specified in this manual for 
security purposes during install.  We ship with secure 16-digit passwords, so that in the event 
the password is not changed, a hacker would not only need to be inside the company firewall 
but have access to this manual.

A second customer user is set up as well with a mutually agreed upon password.

The table where the customer places barcode information is called barcode_routes.  Its format is:

MySQL and MS SQL Server:

Field Type Definition
Barcode varchar(50) The string encoded in the barcode.
LocationID Int Each RaPTr scanner has an integer it sends to 

RaPTr server defining which scanner it is.
Response varchar(200) The message to display to the material 

handler.
ResponseColor varchar(10) The color of the message displayed to the 

material handler (in Hexadecimal)

Oracle:

Field Type Definition
Barcode Varchar2(50 BYTE) The string encoded in the barcode.
LocationID Int Each RaPTr Scanner has an integer it sends 

to RaPTr Server defining which scanner it is.
Response Varchar2(200 BYTE) The message to display to the material 

handler.
ResponseColor Varchar2(10 BYTE) The color of the message displayed to the 

material handler (in Hexadecimal)
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Note that these are conceptually the same; however, Oracle syntax and type definitions differ 
slightly.

For performance, an index is defined on Barcode and LocationID so that lookups are fast.

For database logging, the table is formatted as follows.  RaPTr Server runs a simple 
insert statement.  Note that the table has no key or index to allow for fast insertion.  It is 
recommended that the records from the table be removed on a regular basis by the EIS for 
further processing the data.

By default, the table is called barcode_reads.

MySQL and MS SQL Server:

Field Type Definition
ReadTime DateTime The time the barcode was read.
Barcode varchar(50) The string encoded in the barcode.
Location Int Each RaPTr Scanner has an integer it sends 

to RaPTr Server defining which scanner it is.
Response varchar(200) The message to display to the material 

handler.

Oracle:

Field Type Definition
ReadTime Date The time the barcode was read.
Barcode Varchar2(50 BYTE) The string encoded in the barcode.
Location Number(5,0) Each RaPTr Scanner has an integer it sends 

to RaPTr Server defining which scanner it is.
Response Varchar2(200 BYTE) The message to display to the material 

handler.
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RAPTR SERVER CUSTOMER DATABASE MODE:
The only difference between Server Database Mode and Customer Database mode is that in 
Customer Database Mode the customer hosts the database on their hardware and puts the 
connection string on the RaPTr Server so RaPTr Server will query the customer database.  For 
this set up we provide full instructions below (Appendix 3) for how we set up both our MySQL 
and MS SQL Server databases.  Oracle has slightly more complexity to it, but an Oracle example 
can be provided upon request.

You may start in RaPTr Server Database Mode using the database we have set up. At any time, 
you can set up your own database and then change the connection string on RaPTr Server.  
These tutorials will help you set up your database, but you may choose to configure your 
database slightly differently, use a different table name, or otherwise add slight customizations 
to your liking.

General Installation Concerns for Customer Database Mode:

For customers needing to store more than 10,000 records (typically operations that ship more 
than 10,000 pallets per day), a primary key on barcode and location can be added to further 
speed up queries.

To operate in customer database mode, follow the above tutorial on your hardware to set up 
the barcode_routes table and add the connection string to RaPTr Server.  RaPTr Server will now 
grab data from the database specified in the connection string.  Optionally, data can also be 
logged to your database in the barcode_reads table.

STORED PROCEDURE MODE:
Provide a connection string and a stored procedure whose name is specified in RaPTr Server 
configuration utility. See below for the required parameters for the stored procedure:

MySQL:

Parameter Type Direction
pBarcode Varchar(50) In
pLocationID Int In
pResponse Varchar(200) Out
pResponseColor Varchar(10) Out
pPalletStatus Int Out
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SQL Server:

Parameter Type Direction
@Barcode Varchar(50) In
@LocationID Int In
@Response Varchar(200) Out
@ResponseColor Varchar(10) Out
@PalletStatus Int Out

Oracle:

Parameter Type Direction
pBarcode Varchar2(50) In
pLocationID Int In
pResponse Varchar2(200) Out
pResponseColor Varchar2(10) Out
pPalletStatus Int Out

See example procedure below in MySQL and SQLServer.

MySQL:
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SQL Server:

In stored procedure mode, it is the stored procedure’s responsibility to do any relevant logging 
operation.

REPORTING OPTIONS
RAPTR WEB
Raptor Server automatically logs scan and CSV/XML order data to a local file for later retrieval. 
The data can be conveniently viewed through the RaPTr Web server. If IIS was installed prior to 
the installation of RaPTr Server, then the RaPTr Web server will have been installed by default. To 
access RaPTr Web, go to the web browser on the server device on which RaPTr server is installed 
and type “localhost:5100” in the address bar. If this is the first time you are accessing RaPTr 
Web, then the server may take a few seconds to respond. 

On the main page, RaPTr Web server will allow users to search for barcodes to view where they 
were scanned, when they were scanned, the message to the driver, and the resulting image. 
Likewise, the main screen contains a few metrics for shipping production as well as how they 
compare to previous weeks. The metrics include: total pallets scanned for the week, total bad/
incorrect pallets scanned for the week, and total uptime for the RaPTr Scanners.
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The productivity page of the RaPTr Web server allows shows the shipping volume, by hour, 
throughout the course of the day. The top graph displays the pallets scanned per hour and the 
bottom graph shows the aggregate over the course of the day. Also displayed are the average 
pallets per hour, the maximum pallets in an hour, and the minimum pallets in an hour.

See following page.
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For instances of the RaPTr Server where the selected interface is either CSV or XML, the orders 
tab will provide visualization into the current orders stored by the server. The user can filter the 
order data by Location ID (Door) and Order number. Also, XML or CSV files can be uploaded to 
the server via the file upload dialog.
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CUSTOM EMAIL REPORTING
An optional reporting email can also be sent, summarizing the scans by location.  This reporting 
functionality is custom to the business needs of the operation.

An example report is shown below.  Note this system integrates to a tote filling machine.
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SCANNER SIMULATOR
To help prepare for the installation of the RaPTr Scanner, the RaPTr server installer includes the 
RaPTr Simulator. The RaPTr Simulator will allow a user to simulate the communications between 
a RaPTr Scanner and the RaPTr server. The user can enter a value for the LocationID and a 
sample barcode. Also, an image can be uploaded to the server to test the imaging archiving 
feature. When the read event button is clicked, the server’s response will be displayed in the 
section below the Metadata display. If order tracking is enabled on RaPTr server, then the 
Metadata display will show more information about the order and its status.
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I/O OPTIONS
Option 1 – Positive Scan Feedback. 

Any time a barcode is read, an audible beep sounds as feedback to the driver of a 
successful scan. 
For a two-pallet scan, the driver should expect to hear two beeps. 
Robust feedback but may be problematic in loud environment with many doors in close 
proximity. This relies on driver to listen for beeps and/or look at scanner display. Driver 
may ignore both. 

Option 2 – Problematic Scan Feedback 
Any time RaPTr Server responds with a response code other than Good, an audible 
alarm alerts the driver. 

Robust feedback but there is no alert for a pallet with missing/unread barcode. This 
relies on driver to listen for beeps and/or look at scanner display. Driver may ignore 
both. 

Option 3 – Missed Scan Feedback 
Any time a pallet moves past a photo eye without a corresponding barcode having 
been recently read, an audible alarm alerts the driver. This requires a photo eye to be 
positioned in each location where a pallet would pass through.  

Feedback about missed reads or wrong product, but pallet detection may be prone to 
false positives, depending on photo eye alignment and configuration. 

This option can be used to trigger a very loud alarm that is hard for a driver to ignore, 
as well as creating an event that can be logged to a database.  
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CONFIGURING PALLET DETECTION WITH PHOTO EYE

As a rough guide, the above diagram indicates placement of the photo eyes, roughly in the 
middle of each pallet in a stacked set of two and spaced so that width of pallet covers both 
photo eyes. 

Photo eye I/O scan time resolution = 5 ms. 

Parameters for each pallet location (use the diagram on following page as a guide): 

1. Debounce Time - how many reads in a row must be consistent to cause an edge.

2. Minimum Window- minimum time between photo eye being blocked and unblocked
to trigger a detected load event (prevent false detections from people walking by).
8 mph = 12 ft/s, pallet = 3 ft, min photo eye on time = 250 ms

3. Maximum Window - maximum time between photo eye being blocked and
unblocked to trigger a detected load event (prevent false detections from objects
being left blocking photo eye).
2 mph = 3 ft/s, pallet & truck = 10 ft, max photo eye on time = 3,300 ms

4. Reload Time – minimum time between truck load events (prevent false detections
from forklift backing off truck after loading).
(E.g. Driver loads pallet onto truck within 30 seconds, backs forklift off truck and drives into warehouse
to pick up next pallet, driver returns to door after 2 minutes. Reload time set to 1 minute avoids false
detection from forklift backing off truck.)

5. Maximum Time Between Barcode Scan and Pallet Detection - sets the time allowed
between a camera reading a barcode, and the photo eye detecting a pallet.
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APPENDIX A: 
ABP - ARTEMIS VISION BARCODE COMMUNICATION 
SPECIFICATION

DESCRIPTION
ABP uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to send barcode read events to a customer server 
for further integration into customer systems, such as ERP systems.  For transmitting JPEG 
format images of successful scans, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is also supported.

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
The default UDP port for ABP is 52325 but may be reconfigured if necessary. By default, the 
RaPTr Scanner sends a broadcast message to ABP port. If an ABP server responds to the 
broadcast message, the RaPTr Scanner sends further messages only to the responding server’s 
IP. Optionally, the RaPTr Scanner can be configured with the IP address and UDP port of the 
customer server to send the barcode events to bypass the discovery mechanism.

 The barcode read event data includes:

• message type identifier

• unique event identifier

• customer configured location identifier (such as dock door number)

• camera id (for multi-camera scanners)

• barcode

The RaPTr Scanner can be configured to send periodic heartbeats, so that its status can be 
remotely monitored.

The detailed message format is contained in the tables below. 

DATAGRAM FORMAT
MESSAGES FROM BARCODE READER TO CUSTOMER SERVER
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Barcode Read Event:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-19 Byte 20-23 Byte 24 - 
Remaining

Message 
Identifier

Protocol 
Version

Message 
Type (3)

Location 
Identifier

Camera ID Barcode 
Length

Barcode Data

Heartbeat Message:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-19 Byte 20-23 Byte 24 - 
Remaining

Message 
Identifier

Protocol 
Version

Message 
Type (1)

Location 
Identifier

Barcode 
Reader 
Status

Barcode 
Status Data 
Length

Barcode 
Status String

Barcode Image:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-19 Byte 20-23 Byte 24 - 
Remaining

Message 
Identifier

Protocol 
Version

Message 
Type (7)

Barcode 
Read Event 
Message 
Identifier

Current 
Image Byte 
Index

Total Images 
Byes

Image Data

RESPONSES FROM CUSTOMER SERVER TO BARCODE 
READER
Barcode Read Event Response:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-19 Byte 20-23 Byte 24 - 
Remaining

Message 
Identifier

Protocol 
Version

Message 
Type (4)

Response 
Status

ARGB 
Response 
Display Color

Response 
Data Length

Response 
Data String

Heartbeat Response:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-19 Byte 20 - Remaining
Message 
Identifier

Protocol 
Version

Message 
Type (2)

Server Status 
Response

Server Status 
Response Data 
Length

Server Response Data 
String

Barcode Image Response:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11
Message Identifier Protocol Version Message Type (8)
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REQUESTS FROM CUSTOMER SERVER TO BARCODE 
READER
Set Display Information Request:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11 Byte 12-15 Byte 16-Remaining
Message Identifier Protocol Version Message Type (5) Data Length Display Data (HTML format)

The display data is HTML that is rendered on the barcode reader screen, so that any information 
the customer wishes to display can be accommodated.

RESPONSES FROM BARCODE READER TO CUSTOMER 
SERVER
Set Display Information Response:

Byte 0-3 Byte 4-7 Byte 8-11
Message Identifier Protocol Version Message Type (6)
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APPENDIX B: 
ABP COMMUNICATIONS DLL - ARTEMIS VISION 
BARCODE COMMUNICATION DYNAMIC-LINK 
LIBRARY
If you would like to use Microsoft .NET to implement custom business logic and integration 
with an ERP system, you can use the provided communication library, which handles the ABP 
protocol.

The main class in the library is ABPServer. 

ABPSERVER
The ABPServer handles all communications with the RaPTr scanner. Custom logic is achieved by 
implementing two callbacks, OnHeartbeatReceived and OnBarcodeRead.

OnBarcodeRead

When a RaPTr Scanner reads a barcode, it sends the read barcode to the server. This callback 
is invoked with the string encoded in the barcode, the location identifier of unit, and which 
camera connected to the unit read the barcode. 

The return type of the callback is BarcodeReadResponseData, a structure which contains a 
response code, a response message, and a response color. The response message is displayed 
on the RaPTr Scanner’s display with the response color as the background color for the display.

OnHeartbeatReceived

When a heartbeat is received from a RaPTr Scanner, this callback is invoked with the location 
ID of the unit, its current status, and a status string. The callback has a return value of type 
HeartbeatResponseData, which is a structure containing the response code of the server as well 
as a response string.

MINIMAL SERVER IMPLEMENTATION
 public static void Main()
  {
      var server = new ABPServer();
      server.OnBarcodeRead = BarcodeReadHandler;
      server.OnHearbeatReceived = HeartbeatReceivedHandler;
      server.Start();
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      var key = Console.ReadKey();
      server.Stop();
  }

  private static BarcodeReadResponseData BarcodeReadHandler(string barcode, uint locationID, 
uint cameraID)
  {
      Console.WriteLine($”Camera {cameraID} at Location {locationID} received Barcode 
{barcode}”);

 var response = new BarcodeReadResponseData();
      response.ResponseCode =1;
      response.ResponseString = “CORRECT PALLET;
      response.ResponseColor = 0xFF00FF0;
      return response;            
    }

    private static HeartbeatResponseData HeartbeatReceivedHandler(uint locationID, uint status, 
string statusString)
    {
        Console.WriteLine($”Location {locationID} sent a heartbeat with status {status} - 
{statusString}”);

        var response = new HeartbeatResponseData();
         response.ResponseCode = 0;
         response.ResponseString = “SERVER READY”;
         return response;
     }
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APPENDIX C: 
DATABASE SETUPS
MySQL Example:

An example below is shown with MySQL and HeidiSQL as the Management application.  Just 
like the choice of using Excel above, similar results could be generated with Oracle and Toad, 
Oracle and SQL Developer, Oracle and HeidiSQL, Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft SQL 
Server Management Studio, or any other combination.

Artemis Vision installs MariaDB by default on all RaPTr Servers.  MariaDB is a MySQL database.  
One can install either MySQL (developed by Oracle) or MariaDB (developed by Google) as your 
MySQL of choice.

By default the root password is: LKe%5?[\@Yp:svxq
Artemis Vision recommends changing to an equally secure 16-digit password.

Open HeidiSQL, log into the root account via the username and password above (if setting up 
these tables locally).  

If setting up an instance on your hardware, log in via the relevant root user to create a user and 
schema.  Note, the schema and user do not have to be “Artemis” as you will be providing the 
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ADTS with a connection string.

Select tools->user manager. 

Create a user with a password.  Artemis Vision uses: vYH?K?t/2d#+nH2N by default.

Right click the current instance and select create new and database.
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By default the database is called raptorDB:

Type the following command to create the barcode_routes table in the database.

Note: for advanced users this can be a view created by joins across your own EIS systems.

Note: The message field is optional.  It contains custom messages for a barcode.  Otherwise, the 
default messages of “OK” (correct location and product), “Wrong Product” (product not listed), 
“Wrong Door” (product listed for another location) will be used.

Hit F9 or select the play button to run the query.

Navigate to the raptordb database tab and hit refresh (F5) to view your table.
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Right click the table and select Edit.

Your table should look like this:

Select the data tab.

Right click the blank table.  Select Insert Row.  Note, you can paste data in here as well if you 
have lots of data in a CSV.  Note the CSV and database structure slightly differ.  For simplicity, 
the CSV structure puts different files in different locations to specify location.  The database has 
location as an integer field.
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Type the barcode, location, and message and select post.  Make sure to have the cursor leave 
each box before hitting post (the green check box) or your most recent edits will not post.

Add as many rows for as many locations as you need to test.

Note: For performance purposes, Artemis Vision places an index on barcode so look ups on 
barcode are quick:
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MS SQL Server Example:

Download MS SQL Server and SSMS (SQL Server Management Studio).  MS SQL Server is the 
equivalent of MariaDB in the example above.  It’s the database engine.  SSMS is the equivalent 
of HeidiSQL.

Open SSMS and log in via Windows Authentication or a Connection String.  Right click on 
“Databases” and select new Database.

Call the database raptordb.
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Click OK.  Open the database by clicking on the right panel.

On the main Database under security -> Logins create a new global login.

Username should be root.  Password the same as above.  You may choose to uncheck the 
password policy, but we recommend that you do not.  Note by default in SQL Server, passwords 
expire so anything with a stored connection string will not work after a certain time has elapsed.  
You may also choose not to enforce the password policy.
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Password by default is: LKe%5?[\@Yp:svxq

Under server roles, user mapping and securables, grant / enable everything as this is the root 
user.
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Right click the server, select properties and enable login via connection string.
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Right click the server again, select 
disconnect, login as your new root 
user and create the user.
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Make the user name and 
login name Artemis.
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APPENDIX D: 
DOCUMENT VERSION HISTORY

Version No. Date Changed Section Changed Description of Changes Owner 
1.0 08/24/2020 All Initial Release
1.1 01/18/2021 All Typo clean-up df
2.0 02/04/2021 All Update Interfaces RS
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